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QUESTIONS

PLEASE WATCH THE ONLINE CLASSES CAREFULLY AND ANSWER THE FOLLOWING
QUESTIONS
https://youtu.be/gTu1pulKUXU

In the following passage there are blanks each of which has been numbered. These
numbers are printed below the passage and against each five words are suggested, one
of which fills the blanks appropriately. Find out the appropriate word in each case.

Around the world, forests are being __(1)__ at a rate of about thirteen million hectares a
year and deforestation accounts for an estimated 17% - 20% of all global emissions. In
addition, forests and other terrestrial carbon sinks play a __(2)__ role in preventing
runaway climate change, soaking up a full 2.6 Gt of atmospheric carbon every year. The
destruction of forests, therefore, not only emits carbon-a staggering 1.6 Gt a year, which
severely __(3)__forests capacity to absorb emissions from other sources-but also
drastically __(4)__the amount of forested land available to act as a carbon sink in the
future.

1 point

a)Ended

b) Destroyed

c)Extinct

d) Killed

e)Wasted

1. *

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://youtu.be/gTu1pulKUXU&sa=D&ust=1590593986251000&usg=AFQjCNGXmNO7KYD2uIJH_Hi6cR4377HDtQ


1 point

a)Tough

b) Important

c) Vital

d) Biggest

e) Effective

1 point

a)Affects

b)Diminishes

c)Increses

d) Alternates

e)Impairs

1 point

a)Plagues

b)Developes

c)Reduces

d)Shortens

e)Influences

2. *

3. *

4. *



However, the effects of deforestation extend beyond carbon. Rainforests __(5)__ a wide
variety of ecosystems services, from regulating rainfall to purifying groundwater and
keeping fertile soil from __(6)__; deforestation in one area can seriously damage food
production and __(7)__ to clean water in an entire region. The value of global ecosystem
services has been estimated at 33 trillion USD each year (almost half of global GDP), but
these services have been taken for granted without a mechanism to make the market
reflect their value. Rainforests are also a home and __(8)__ of income for a huge number
of people in Africa, Asia and South America. __(9)__ this, economic pressures frequently
drive both logical communities and national governments in the developing world to
__(10)__ these forests in ways that are unsustainable, clear-cutting vast areas for fuel,
timber, mining or agricultural land.

1 point

a)sell

b)offer

c)give

d) provide

e)earns

1 point

a) transforming

b) decoding

c) erupting

d) draining

e) eroding

5. *

6. *



1 point

a) handiners

b)excess

c) availability

d)access

e) supply

1 point

a) beginning

b) source

c) ways

d) references

e) measure

1 point

a) despite

b)also

c)inspite

d)apart

e) beside

7. *

8. *

9. *



1 point

a)exploit

b) encompass

c)nurture

d) work

e) improve

As the temperature (11) during the summer season, many households turn to air
conditioners to keep them cool. Air conditioners, which were once regarded as a
residential luxury, have now become a (12). Enjoying a cooler atmosphere during hot
weather is not the only benefit of using the air conditioner. A household, a vehicle, or a
building becomes cleaner and safer for breathing as air conditioning also (13) the growth
and spread of harmful micro-organisms. However, along with the benefits, some
disadvantages are also (14) with it. One of the most controversial topics attached to the
subject of air conditioning deals with some of the materials that are used to produce the
cooling effect —fluorocarbons. These refrigerants (15) to global warming and are (16) as
one of the main ways in which air-conditioning (17) the environment. Fluorocarbon
refrigerants also add to the problems concerning ozone layer depletion.

1 point

a) decreases

b) rises

c) deviates

d) fluctuates

e)varies

10. *

11. *



1 point

a) irreplaceable

b) obligatory

c) certainty

d) necessity

e)redundancy

1 point

a)prevents

b)escapes

c)kills

d)removes

e)purifies

1 point

a)resulted

b)caused

c) associated

d)influenced

e)created

12. *

13. *

14. *



1 point

a)result

b) determine

c)affect

d) outcome

e) contribute

1 point

a) attended

b) presumed

c)regarded

d)valued

e) responsible

1 point

a)helps

b) impacts

c) decline

d)disintegrates

e)improves

15. *

16. *

17. *



While air conditioning provides a temporary relief and makes heat wave more bearable,
many questions have been (18) on how much the world will pay in the long run in terms
of the environmental damage that it has caused. Today, scientists are (19) on making
more environmental-friendly products, but for now, individuals are (20) to part with their
instant cool during the thick of summer.

1 point

a)thought

b) explained

c)expected

d) interrogated

e)raised

1 point

a) trying

b) expected

c) developing

d) working

e)inventing

18. *

19. *



1 point

a) disabled

b) helpless

c)unwanted

d)aware

e) reluctant

Mobile banking (M banking) involves the use of a mobile phone or any other mobile
device to (___21___) financial transaction linked to a client’s account. M-Banking is new in
most countries and most mobile payment models even in developed countries, to date
operate on a (___22___) scale. A mobile network offers a (___23___) available technology
platform onto which other services can be provided at low cost with effective results.
For example, M-Banking services which use (___24___) such as SMS can be carried at a
cost of less than one US cent per message. The low cost of using existing infrastructure
makes such services more (___25___) to use by customers with lower purchasing power
and opens up access to services which did not reach them earlier due to high cost of
service delivery.

1 point

a)disburse

b) undertake

c) subscribe

d)lure

e)amass

20. *

21. *



1 point

a)full

b) voluminous

c) substantial

d) limited

e)rapid

1 point

a) readily

b) tangible

c) routinely

d) securely

e)unique

1 point

a)process

b)waves

c) deliveries

d) connection

e) channels

22. *

23. *

24. *



1 point

a) valuable

b) answerable

c) amenable

d)exposed

e) responsible
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